
MOVIE
-beekeeper guy, keeping bees. very dull. lots of walking.
-extracting royal jelly from the queen wasp, to slow down aging.
-j.r. bob dobbs look-alike.
-this is the radar secret service of cinematic titanic.
-starling cosmetics. cabot/starling has always been the model, but she's
getting ooold.
-she's contemplating queen wasp jelly.
-zinthrop approaches starling.
-funny zinthrop/guinea pig sequence.
-sexy receptionist-types.
-zinthrop ogling the above. er...
-susan cabot's dumb aging makeup.
-dobbs, assistant/mary, and smug guy think things are shady. they snoop and
uncover starling's wasp jelly shenanigans.
-starling starts abusing the jelly in secret. hottieee.
-receptionist is a total lesbo.
-cat attack. so incredible. apparently, the jelly has negative side-effects.
-pipe guy goes snooping.
-zinthrop is hit by a car, they can't find him. the search is on. then they
find him.
-bow tie man gets caught snooping by wasp starling. he tries to go gordon
freeman on her sweet ass.
-bruno vesota, night watchman.
-creepy mustachioed delivery guy, "horny douchebag temp agency."
-they make a place for zinthrop to live at the company.
-bruno vesota gets the axe. or stinger. where are these corpses going, by the
way?
-mary and smuggo search her office, find dobbs' pipe. they assume murder.
somehow.
-starling tries to extract information from zinthrop. she freaks out, turns
into the wasp, murders the nurse.
-why does she transform? it seems random.
-why doesn't she kill mary? she killed all the others. so many questions.
-epic wasp-battle. zinthrop throws carbolic acid on starling, smuggo pushes
her out the window. i was rooting for the wasp woman. sad.

EPISODE
-more intro stuff.
-Susan Cabot reference
-josh smoking? what, exactly?
-apologizing for the movie, "don't worry about it, we're pros"
-"hugh beaumont is fred macmurray!" reference to me, dammit.
-HOSTSEGMENT: mary jo's meeting. trace sucking up, very crow-like.
-a lot of dumb, flat jokes. like listening to an amateur riffing session, a
lot of the time.
-the delivery is just too contrived. not natural enough. rifftrax has the
same issue. it sounds like a contrived camaraderie, not at all natural now.



playing themselves, they sound more like they're acting than they did when
they were acting. it's weird.
-president mccain reference, by trace.
-HOSTSEGMENT: frank conniff's hollywood entertainment cavalcade. josh:
"you're not a big internet reader, are you?" and yet they still did it
anyway. dana gould as buddy rich.
-i miss trace's playfulness as crow; josh's subdued delivery as tom.
-this is lackluster. i don't think i'd ever want to watch this again. maybe.
-maybe they should stick to films like skull and doomsday.

DIALOGUE
josh: it's by Corman, so you know it was 3 days well spent
josh: this guy was the pete best of the village people.
joel: by the way they're cutting this film together, i'll never get home.
guy: good morning, doc. whatcha got there? | trace: a wolverine, what the
hell do you think?!
trace: this is back when detroit made a good, nerdy pickup truck.
mary jo: we can't find grandpa's headstone.
josh: make sure you poke the right hole, or you'll vote for ron paul.
trace: oh finally, my bees spoke to me!
trace: a lot of work and talking to bugs, boy have i been there.
starling: well, i'm not exactly interested in the lovelife of the queen wasp.
| trace: too bad, i've got video.
frank: cut to the chase, yoda.
josh: all right, rats on smack. now we're talking entertainment!
frank: i'm like a psycho noah!
joel: say the word, i'll shoot up anything!
joel?: i can smell the color blue!
joel: pay me in ginger-o's.
LOL - frank: three-way, anyone?
joel: you've outgrown the table.
trace: i'm gonna find that xylophone player and kill him.
mary jo: shooting up in your own pharmacy: priceless.
josh: she uses that same file on her adam's apple.
starling: how old do i look? | assistant: 23, maybe 22? | mary jo: i'm 13 if
i'm a day, now get out!
trace: he left the door open. that's perfect, because my entire plan is based
on convenience.
(knock at the door) | trace: damn, just as i was getting turned on.
trace: (as cop) ...i sure like busting in cold.
trace: can you make me a hamburger that looks like this man?
trace: hey, back off, jim croce.
assistant: i've seen lots of these [beds]. | josh: i bet you have.
smug: how is mr. zinthrop? | frank: he didn't give me a drug that made me
kill!
joel: he's like an austrian floyd the barber.
frank: i'll extract your jelly - IN HELL!
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